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The Jazz Guitar Chord Book By Dirk Laukens (www.nxgvision.com) This ebook shows you how to construct jazz guitar
chords and how to play them on guitar. If you'd.

You might be overwhelmed and not sure where to start. Welcome to our Quick Start Guide; the Top 10
beginner jazz guitar chords you need to learn. What Should I Know Already? I recommend you have a basic
understanding of bar chords before attempting these chords. A bar chord usually consists of no open strings
and involves barring multiple strings with one finger. Bar chords are great because unlike open chords, they
are easily moved around. Good question, follow these 5 easy steps to learn a new chord: Make sure each note
of the chord is clean and clear. Take it slow; get comfortable with the new shape. Move the chord up and
down the fret board. Swap between different chords. Build speed changing chords. First, A Short Video Check
this out to view all of the chords below in context. I will start with the easiest chords and work my way down
to some trickier and more colorful jazz guitar chord voicings. Easily move this shape up or down the
fretboard, just center the white circle on your root note. Numbers indicate what finger to use. Major 7 These
two chords are very, very useful. The first has its root on your lowest string and the second on the 5th string.
Minor 7 A minor 7 chord is used very often in jazz and all types of music. These two shapes are your go-to
minor 7 chords. Minor 9 Adding a 9th to a minor 7 chord creates a min9 chord which is WAY cooler. There is
a colorful half-step clash between the b3 and 9. This chord has its root on the 5th string. Dominant 9 Can you
see how this chord is vey similar to the minor9 one? This is a much hipper version of your standard dom7
chord. Very cool and funky shape to learn. Min7b5 This shape fits really easily under the fingers. Dom7 5
This is a fantastic altered dominant chord. Rather than a normal 5 it has a 5 which gives it a lot of tension.
Works great leading to minor chords as well as major chords. Diminished 7 This is a very handy chord to have
in your toolbox. The cool thing about diminished harmony is you can move chords up and down minor thirds
3 frets. Audio Examples Here are recordings of each chord with a C root note. I enabled downloading so feel
free to keep this audio as a reference to make sure all your chords are correct.
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Although jazz chord charts can appear bewildering to newcomers, many complicated-looking chords are
actually quite easy to play. Many complex chords can also be substituted with simpler chords. On this page,
standard chord symbols are shown in brackets, and information about other chord symbols you might come
across is provided in the text. Learn more guitar chords at our main Guitar Chords Chart page Want to know
more about the notes in each chord? Check out this page: First Jazz Guitar Chords Major 7, minor 7 and
dominant 7 chords appear more frequently in jazz than in rock and pop music. Even if you already know how
to play these chords, make sure you can play them quickly and move between them smoothly. Below are two
ways jazz guitarists play a major seventh chord. This is shorthand for a major seventh chord. Below are two
common ways of playing minor seventh chords. D-7 for a D minor seventh. Dominant Seventh Jazz Guitar
Chords 7 Most guitarists know how to play dominant seventh chords using barre or open chords. However,
jazz guitarists nearly always prefer the shapes below, as they are easy to form and can be moved around the
neck quickly. This means that they contain all of the notes of the standard chord as well as additional notes
that create a more interesting jazz sound. However, many jazz chords have so many notes that it becomes
difficult, if not impossible, to play them all in one guitar chord. In these cases, non-important notes â€” notes
that do not affect the overall sound or purpose of the chord â€” can be left out. The thirteenth chord shape
shown below contains only four notes. They can also be written as a small circle followed by a 7. Diminished
chords are unique in that every note they contain can be considered to be the root note. For example, a C
diminished seventh chord can also be considered to be an Eb, Gb or A diminished seventh chord. The shape
shown below is the most common way of playing these chords. Minor 7 flat 5 Guitar Chord Diagram Seventh
sharp five 7 5 chords are often used in the place of standard dominant seventh chords. For example, a G7b9
chord is a G7 chord with a flat ninth note Ab included in the chord. Two common altered chords are shown
below. Learning the jazz guitar chords shown above will give you a great start in jazz rhythm guitar playing.
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Jazz Chords is not just a great reference source. It is a dynamic jazz guitar chord book that focuses on major, minor,
and dominant chord voicings and how they function in jazz progressions such as ii-V7-I progressions, turnarounds, and
blues progressions.

Three Note Jazz Chords In Second Inversion C major C7 C6 Note that in each of the above exercises there is a
change of only one note to form the next chord and that this change takes place on one string. The two main
forms in Jazz are the twelve bar blues and the thirty-two-bar ballad. Section B is sometimes described as the
bridge and will usually modulate to a related key eventually returning to the home key towards the end of the
section. And a thousand violins begin to play. Or it might be the sound of your hello. That music I hear.
Would I wander through this wonderland alone. Not knowing my right foot from my left. My hat from my
glove. While not all jazz consists of swinging rhythms, some may have a straight eighth note feel, it is
important to become familiar with this style of playing. Swing is a difficult style to notate because it involves
pulling and pushing against the beat and therefore students approach jazz by listening to the music first. Swing
may be difficult to notate on manuscript paper but it is easy to hear in performance. The use of octaves is a
common technique in jazz guitar. Once a jazz guitarist has learned the notes to a melody they will then play
the same melody using octaves. Audiences hear octaves as a single melodic line and therefore using octaves is
a highly effective technique for reinforcing the melody line. Jazz guitarists are also very adept at playing
scales backwards. The jazz guitarist Kenny Burrell on the album Midnight Blue uses simple minor pentatonic
scales to great effect starting on their highest note and descending through the scale to the lowest note. Playing
scales backwards is a technique that provides for surprise openings, unusual bridges and tension releasing.
Many famous early jazz guitarists cited horn players as a major influence. The rise of jazz coincided with the
development of the radio and gramophone and early recordings of jazz played a major role in developing the
main stylistic elements of the genre. Jazz guitarists from that period took note and soon it became standard
practice for guitarists to copy horn riffs. Charlie Christian Benny Goodman Band - is still considered by many
as one of the great players of the instrument with many of his riffs displaying horn-like qualities. These
recordings represent the transition from Swing to Be-Bop and offer a rare chance to hear the informal
after-hours meetings of some of the greatest players in jazz. A good jazz guitarist will normally have a few
horn riffs in his vocabulary. Try playing along to a Miles Davis or John Coltrane recording and preferably
choose a slow tempo ballad which will allow you time to hear and emulate. Brass instruments are melodic
instruments and therefore, unlike the guitar, horn players cannot form chords. This means that horn players
develop very strong melodic capabilities and this provides an ideal opportunity for a guitarist to improve their
solo lines. The sound of the city. The age of the automobile. The wireless radio and electric neon lights. Jazz
must be placed in its social context. The study of jazz styles is the study of context. The importance of this
should be borne in mind to avoid dismissing certain jazz styles. The later work of Billie Holiday was marred
by personal problems and is not a true indication of her artistry. The popularity of Louis Armstrong and his
later commercial pop music does not tell you why he was so important to the development of Jazz. The
black-tie Sinatra singing "My Way" in his later years masks the original vocal phrasing that he developed with
the Tommy Dorsey Band that Miles Davis based his own trumpet style upon. To know that Benny Goodman
acquired some of his music charts from Fletcher Henderson provides the opportunity to discover Chu Berry
and Coleman Hawkins. Context provides the means to see that jazz style is not exclusively or independently
developed by genius or any one group or person. Jazz Style Exercise One[ edit ] The following exercise is a
single chorus of the twelve bar blues with a solo in the style of Charlie Christian. It is a simplified version of
the first chorus from "Profoundly Blue" and is transposed down a semi-tone from the original key of E flat.
This exercise is in the style of Charlie Christian You can tune your guitar up a semi-tone to compensate for the
transposition. Play the Charlie Christian version and tune your open D string up a semi-tone to E flat which is
the key of the original recording. Tune the rest of the strings to the open D string. Jazz Movement Exercises[
edit ] These three exercises lend themselves to the bar blues form. They are designed to aid movement along
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the fretboard and to give the student the chance to practice applying one chord on each beat of a bar. Jazz
Movement Exercise One.
Chapter 4 : Top 10 Easy Beginner Jazz Guitar Chords
Jazz chord progressions are normally formed from richer sounding '7th' chords, which are the focus of my book, The
First Jazz Chords for Guitar. There is, however, one more permutation that crops up occasionally, it is the augmented
triad, 1 3 #5.

Chapter 5 : Jazz Guitar Chord Chart - SongMaven
In the previous Jazz Chord Voicings lesson, we learnt how the most common jazz chords are constructed. Now can
begin to learn some useful voicings. The Jazz Guitar Chord Voicings in this lesson are designed to 'get you through the
tune'. They are the first jazz chord voicings that most.

Chapter 6 : Jazz Guitar Comping Toolkit
Jazz Guitar Chord Dictionary by Rick Peckham is another great book from Berklee Press: a great reference (and
exercise tool) to help you memorize a lot of must-know movable chord shapes on the (click to read more).

Chapter 7 : Jazz Guitar for Classical Cats: Chord/Melody: Guitar Book
Guitar Book. World-famous guitarist and composer Andrew York has created the "Classical Cats" series to be the
classical guitarist's ultimate guide to jazz. This book includes introductory lessons on chord voicings, voice leading, and
arranging for solo guitar.

Chapter 8 : Jazz Guitar Photo Chords Book - Mel Bay Publications, Inc. : Mel Bay
The Basic Jazz Guitar Chord Book By Dirk Laukens / January 25, Hello and welcome to the basic jazz guitar chord
book, brought to you by www.nxgvision.com

Chapter 9 : 20 Basic Jazz Chords for Guitar - Learn Jazz Standards
Ted Greene was a master at jazz rhythm guitar, and author of the highly-regarded Chord Chemistry (click to view at
Amazon); a book which is on the bookshelf of many jazz rhythm guitarists.
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